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 BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION

                      CLAIM NO. G209295

RALPH GEESLIN, EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

TKL CONSTRUCTION, LLC, 
EMPLOYER                                               RESPONDENT

TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY, 
INSURANCE CARRIER/TPA                                  RESPONDENT 
                                                     

                  OPINION FILED SEPTEMBER 12, 2014

A hearing was held before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE CHANDRA L.
BLACK, in Little Rock, Pulaski County, Arkansas.

The claimant was represented by the Honorable Gary Davis,
Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.   

The respondents were represented by the Honorable Michael Ryburn, 
Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

                     STATEMENT OF THE CASE

     A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on August 11,

2014, in Little Rock, Arkansas.  A pre-hearing order was entered

in this case on April 21, 2014.  This pre-hearing order set forth

the stipulations offered by the parties, the issues to be

litigated, and their respective contentions.

     The following stipulations were submitted by the parties

either during the Pre-hearing Conference, or at the time of the

hearing.  I find that the following proposed stipulations are

reasonable.  Therefore, I hereby accept them as fact.

1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has        
         jurisdiction of the within claim.
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2.  The claimant sustained an accidental fall on October 23, 
    2012, at which time he sustained a compensable right     
    knee/leg injury.

3.  That this claim for additional benefits has been         
    controverted in its entirety.

     By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated at 

the hearing were as follows:

1.  Temporary total disability from February 7, 2014, to a
         date yet to be determined.

2.  An attorney’s fee.

     The claimant’s and respondents’ contentions are set out in 

their responses to the Pre-hearing Questionnaire, and/or at the

time of the hearing. Said contentions are hereby incorporated

herein by reference.  

   The documentary evidence submitted in this case consists of

the transcript of the August 11, 2014 hearing, and the exhibits

contained therein.    

     The following witness testified at the hearing: the claimant.

                           DISCUSSION

The claimant, age fifty-three, testified at the hearing.  He

verified that he was injured on October 23, 2012, while working for

TKL Construction Company.  The claimant verified that pursuant to

a previous hearing, he demonstrated that he was an employee of TKL

and was awarded benefits for medical treatment and temporary total

disability compensation.  He agreed that he has been seen by 

doctors at UAMS for the most part, in connection with the injuries
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to his leg.  

     However, the claimant admitted that he was incarcerated 

beginning on October 2, 2013, and was released on August 8, 2014.

He verified that following my prior Opinion of July 24, 2013, he

starting receiving workers’ compensation benefits.  The claimant

also verified that said benefits were paid to him until about

February 6, 2013.  According to the claimant, since this time, he

has not received any monetary workers’ compensation benefits.

     Upon further direct examination, the claimant admitted that he

received some medical benefits.  He admitted that he saw doctors

while he was incarcerated, and he was also transported to UAMS as

well by prison officials.  The claimant denied that any doctor has

indicated that he is finished with his medical treatment.  He also

denied that any doctor indicated that he is at maximum medical

recovery for his injury.  

     The claimant agreed that he continues to have symptoms with 

his leg.  He explained:

A. I still have shooting pains on one side of my leg.  My
leg feels like it’s still, I’ve got a joint out of kilter, it
rocks back and forth and it clicks.  I get other pains up
higher in my leg.  Those fluctuate sometimes there.  They’re
not steady.  Sometimes I feel better, sometimes I don’t.

Q. Okay.  Are you still healing?

A. Yes.

Q. And you’ve talked to your doctors about this?

A. Yes.
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Q. And when you’ve seen physicians, I think particularly not
at the Med Center but I think you indicated to me that you’ve
had some x-rays done most recently?

A. Yes, I’ve had x-rays done at the Med Center and where
I’ve been incarcerated.

Q. And is it your understanding that you’re still healing?

A. Yes, slowly healing.

Q. Are you planning now, Ralph, that you’ve been released to
try to get back to see the doctors at the Med Center?

A. Yes.

     The claimant admitted that his injury took place when he fell

from a 12-foot ladder.  At the time of his accidental injury, the

claimant was involved in some demolition work, for construction

purposes.  However, while incarcerated, the claimant denied that he

performed any work.  He testified that he had “a no stairs script,

and a lift in one of the pods.”  The claimant further testified

that he had used a wheelchair, and then tried using a cane more

after the UAMS doctors instructed him to start putting a little bit

of weight on his leg.  

     He verified that he brought his cane to the hearing, which he

has been trying to get around on.  The claimant denied that he

would have been able to work while incarcerated even if he had been

given a job. He essentially testified that pretty much

everybody(those incarcerated) worked at the units, excluding him.

Specifically, the claimant explained that other incarcerated

persons had to do yard work around the prison, work in the fields,
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laundry, and chow-hall duties.  The other inmates also cleaned the

buildings, and performed maintenance on the facility.

     On cross examination, the claimant testified that he was in

prison for a parole violation, which was for absconding.  He stated

that he was not receiving his “workmen’s” comp, and he lost  his

residence and by not having a residence, he did not report and got

violated for not reporting.  The claimant verified that he was

incarcerated at Delta Regional.  He specifically denied that his

incarceration had anything to do with drugs.  However, the claimant

admitted that 11 or 12 years ago, he had a drug charge.

     The claimant admitted that during the last hearing, he 

testified that he was unable to get treatment because he was in

jail at that time.  He testified that he was jailed for driving on

a suspended license.  The claimant attempted to explain:

Q. And why was your license suspended?

A. As again, like I said, I lost my job because of an injury
and then my workmen’s comp took over ten months to start
paying me anything.  I lost pretty much everything in that
time period.  I lost my house, I lost my tools, I ended up
losing my truck.  I lost everything.  I didn’t keep up with
things because I couldn’t keep up with things.  I was
financially unable to.

Q. And didn’t you have drugs with you when they stopped you
--

A. No.

Q. -- and gave you the ticket?

A. No, I did not.

Q. Okay.  Have you used drugs since 11 years ago?
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A. No.

     The claimant admitted that he was receiving temporary total

disability following my decision, and that he was paid some   

while in jail.  He testified that his brother got the money between

October and February.  The claimant further testified that he paid

on his fines and commissary.  In other words, the claimant’s

brother took care of his finances.  According to the claimant, he

paid rent for two or three months after he went to jail because he

was hoping to get out and be back at his place of residence but

that did not happen.  The claimant explained that commissary is for

extra food, socks, tee shirts and things of that nature.  

     He was incarcerated from October 2, 2013, through August 

8, 2014. However, the respondent-insurance carrier paid the

claimant until February 6, 2013.  The claimant verified that while

in prison, he did not have a wife or any children.  

     Regarding the claimant’s checks, while in jail, he testified

that his check was going to his brother in Texas, so he could pay

his bills here and the bills for his commissary.  The claimant

stated that the medical people at the prison knew he was under “a

workmen’s comp thing.”                  

     The claimant testified that he is unable to work due to his

leg. He further testified that he cannot lift, or do stairs.

According to the claimant, he cannot walk around on his leg very

much without it hurting.  
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     With respect to his current medical treatment, the claimant

testified:

Q. And you haven’t been to a doctor since, you said April,
but we don’t have a report from April.  Who did you see in
April?

A. UAMS was the last doctors I saw outside.  Since then I’ve
been seeing doctors at Malvern and at Dermott in the ADC.

Q. Okay.  Do you have any reports from any of those doctors?

A. They don’t give me reports, those doctors, they just tell
me how I’m doing.

Q. And what about UAMS?

A. They didn’t give me a piece of paper, no.

    The claimant admitted that his injury took place almost two

years ago.  He stated that the doctors have told him that he is

slowly healing but it is a slow process because his kneecap was

plumb shattered.  The claimant testified that his femur was broken

and the bottom of that bone was shattered and that they “puddied”

it back together.  According to the claimant, they put a plate in

to hold them separated/apart, but they have shrank into each other.

The claimant testified that one of his legs is an inch shorter than

the other one now.  He further testified that his leg knocks and

pops to the side, and it feels like it is all moving around in

there still.  The claimant stated that enough cartilage has not

formed; however that all works to hold it solid yet. 

     He verified that the hardware was put in his knee on the night

after his fall.  The claimant admitted that he had a revision
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surgery, but was unable to recall the date that this surgery was

performed.  However, he admitted that it has been about a year

since the revision surgery.   

    Upon being shown a copy of a report from back in April wherein

it  appears that the claimant may have been released, the claimant

stated that he did not know where the respondents’ attorney got

this information.  The claimant admitted that they performed x-rays

in April of 2014.

     Under further cross examination, the claimant testified:

Q. Okay.  And even though it’s two years out are you not
saying, wait a minute, what’s going on here, I’m two years
from a knee injury, I ought to be better.

A. I’m two years from a knee injury.  It is what it is.  I
can’t help what it is.  Believe me, I would love for it to be
better.  I believe -- I would rather be going to work than
coming in here and talking, hanging out with you guys but, no,
I can’t do it.

Q. Is it better?

A. No, it’s not better.

Q. So your knee has never gotten better.

A. It’s slowly healing is what they tell me.  It’s just
taking longer than I would have thought.  Yes, I have asked
them why it’s taking so long and they told me it’s a slow
process with that knee.  The way all that has to regroup, I
have to grow a new knee and that femur has to get with it.

Q. Have you been wearing a bone growth stimulator or
anything like that?

A. A bone growth stimulator?  I don’t believe I have a bone
growth stimulator.  I have a thing on my leg right now pulling
it, it’s a compression-type of a sleeve on it right now.
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     The claimant testified that no one has proposed any further

surgery for his knee.  He also denied that anybody has prescribed

him any medications.  The claimant admitted to having received

medications while in prison, which was paid for by the prison.

According to the claimant, the prison gave him pain medication and

an anti-inflammatory.    

    With respect to the documentary medical evidence, I have

discussed at length in my prior Opinion of July 24, 2013, the

claimant’s medical records that were presented at the previous

hearing.   The dates of these medical records range from October

23, 2012 through April 17, 2013.  Said medical records were also

offered into evidence during the most recent hearing.  However, my

summary of these medical record as outlined in my Opinion of July

24, 2013, and are hereby incorporated herein by reference.    

    A review of the most recent documentary medical evidence

demonstrates that since the previous hearing, the claimant sought

treatment from UAMS for his compensable right knee injury.  On July

24, 2013, a clinic note shows that the claimant sought treatment

from the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (UAMS)

Orthopaedic Surgery Clinic. The claimant’s medications were

reviewed but no changes were made.   This medical note demonstrates

that the claimant had “no pain” related to his medical visit.

    On that same date, Dr. John Vander Schilden, reported the

following:
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ATTENDING STATEMENT: I have reviewed and discussed the
patients’s medical history of injury, condition, clinical
physical findings, radiographs, diagnosis and plan as outlined
in the resident’s note. I also agree with their documentation.

     Also on July 24, 2013, the claimant underwent x-rays of the

right lower extremity due to a fractured femur.  Tarun Pandey

rendered the following impression:

1.  Low lying patella with buckling of the patellar tendon
could be indicative of underlying quadriceps tendon tear or
muscle abnormality.  Mild hyperextension of the joint can also
resulting in low patella however clinical evaluation is
recommended. 

2.  No definite evidence of interval healing.  The fracture
appears displaced posteromedically by approximately 1.6 cm.

3. Interval backing off of a single surgical groove
approximately 6.

     X-rays were taken of the claimant’s right leg on December 4,

2013, upon the claimant’s return to the UAMS Orthopaedic Surgery

Clinic.  Roopa Ram rendered the following impression:

1.  Internal fixation of comminuted distal right femur
fracture with surrounding callus formations and areas of
nonunion.

2.  Low lying patella with patellar tendon thickening and
surrounding soft tissue edema. 

     When the claimant returned to UAMS on December 4, 2013, he

treated with Dr. Regis Renard for his compensable right knee

injury. Dr. Renard wrote the following in an outpatient clinic

note:

REASON FOR VISIT: Eight month post-operative visit status
post treatment of right distal femur nonunion.
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HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: Mr. Geeslin presents to the
clinic today now roughly 8 months status post open reduction
internal fixation of the right distal femur with iliac crest
bone graft performed on April 5, 2013.  His original injury
was in October 2012, in which he sustained a distal femur
fracture.  Since his last visit in April the patient states
that he was compliant with his nonweightbearing status up
until about 2 months ago, at which point he was incarcerated
and has begun to have to bear some weight on the right lower
extremity for purposes of showering and other activities of
daily living.  The patient states that he continues to have
some mild lateral right-sided thigh pain but states that since
he has begun to bear some weight he has also noted some medial
pain to his distal thigh and knee.  The patient also states
that he has noticed that it seems like his right leg is
slightly shorter than his left leg.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION:
General: Well-developed, well-nourished male in no acute
distress.  
Right lower extremity: The previous surgical incisions on
the lateral right thigh are well healed at this time without
any signs or symptoms of infection.  The patient is able to
flex his knee to about 100 degrees and extend his knee with
roughly 5 degrees of extension lag.  In comparison to his left
leg, it appears that his right femur specifically is roughly
3 cm shorter than the contralateral side.  Additionally, the
patient is neurovascularly intact.  The patient does not have
any redness or increased swelling about his surgical area.

IMAGING: AP and lateral views of the right femur were
obtained in clinic today.  In comparison to x-rays at his last
visit on July 24, 2013, it appears that the patient does have
some beginnings of callus formation and bone healing about his
previous fracture site.  The iliac bone graft in the medical
aspect of the femur is beginning to mature.  It is noted that
the screw on the lateral aspect of the plate that had
previously been noted to be backing out appears stable since
previous images and does not appear to have backed out any
further.  It is noted that there does not appear to be a
possible fracture line of the distal femur, but that does show
some early signs of healing.    

    
ASSESSMENT: Mr. Geeslin is now 8 months status post
revision open reduction internal fixation with iliac bone
graft of his right distal femur.
  
PLAN:
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1. We will advance Mr. Geeslin to weightbearing as tolerated
to his right lower extremity.  We have given him a
prescription for a 1-inch heel lift for his right heel.

2. We are hoping that the addition of weightbearing to his
right leg with induce increased bone healing at his
previous fracture site.

3. We will see him back in clinic in 4 months, at which time
it will be roughly 1 year from his revision surgery, at
which point we will obtain AP and lateral full-on femur
x-rays to assess his bony healing.

4. Of note, Dr. Regis Renard was present during the
evaluation and questioning of this patient, and has
formulated the above-stated plan.

ATTENDING ADDENDUM: I saw and evaluated the patient, and
formulated the treatment plan with the resident physician.  I
agree with the resident physician?s [sic] note above.

        

                           ADJUDICATION

A.  Temporary Total Disability Compensation 

     The claimant contends that he is entitled to temporary 

total disability compensation from February 7, 2014, until a date

yet to be determined. 

     Here, the claimant’s injury is a scheduled injury.  An 

employee with a scheduled injury is to receive compensation for

temporary total disability during the healing period or until the

employee returns to work, whichever occurs first. Wheeler Constr.

Co. v. Armstrong, 73 Ark. App. 146, 41 S.W.3d 822 (2001). 

     After reviewing the evidence in this case impartially, without

giving the benefit of the doubt to either party, I find that the

claimant proved his entitlement to temporary total disability from

February 7, 2014, until April 4, 2014.  

     On October 23, 2012, the claimant presented to UAMS on October
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23, 2012, due to a fall from a 12-foot ladder.  The claimant

reported that the majority of his impact was absorbed by his right

knee.  The claimant complained of right knee pain, an obvious

contour deformity in his right thigh, and 3 cm laceration on his

right elbow.  At that time, a CT of the claimant’s right knee was

performed, with the following impression:

SEVERELY COMMINUTED, INTRA-ARTICULAR SUPRACONDYLAR FRACTURE OF
THE RIGHT FEMUR, WITH OVERRIDING OF THE FRACTURE FRAGMENTS AND
POSTERIOR AND LATERAL DISPLACEMENT OF THE DISTAL FRACTURE
FRAGMENTS. THE ANTERIOR MARGIN OF THE PROXIMAL FRACTURE
FRAGMENT ABUTS THE QUADRICEPS TENDON WITHOUT EVIDENCE OF
SIGNIFICANT DAMAGE.

  
     Dr. Shahryar Ahmadi assessed the claimant with right distal

femur metaphyseal fracture with intra-articular extension(closed).

The claimant underwent surgery for his right knee injury by Dr.

Ahmadi, on the same day of his accidental fall.  This surgical

procedure consisted of “Open reduction internal fixation(ORIF) of

the right distal femur fracture using an 8-hole right distal

locking plate from Synthes and also a mixture of 15 mL, cancellous

chips and 5 mL DBX.”

    Subsequently, the claimant received follow-up care at UAMS

orthopaedic surgery clinic for his ORIP right distal femur

fracture. On March 27, 2013, x-rays were performed of the

claimant’s right lower extremity.  The Diagnostic Radiology Report

reads, in relevant part:

Comparison: Radiograph dated 11/08/2012.
Findings: There has been interval fracture of the hardware
plate at its distal portion as well as refracture through the
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previously noted right distal femur fracture.  The patella of
this side is low lying, and there are significant soft tissue
findings including swelling above this. No other areas of
acute fracture or dislocation are noted.

IMPRESSION: THERE HAS BEEN INTERVAL FRACTURE THROUGH THE LOWER
ASPECT OF THE HARDWARE PLATE OVER THE RIGHT DISTAL FEMUR AS
WELL AS REFRACTURE THROUGH THE FEMUR AT THIS LOCATION. THE
RIGHT PATELLA IS NOW REFRACTURE THROUGH THE FEMUR AT THIS
LOCATION. THE RIGHT PATELLA IS NOW LOW-LYING, AND THERE ARE
SIGNIFICANT SOFT TISSUE FINDINGS AT THIS LEVEL AND ABOVE.
PLEASE EVALUATE FOR POSSIBLE EXTENSOR MECHANISM INJURY. 

     On April 5, 2013, the claimant underwent a second surgery to

his right knee, by Dr. Ahmadi.  At that time, the claimant had a

preoperative diagnosis of “1.  Right distal femur nonunion.  2.

Retained hardware, right distal femur.”  As a result, Dr. Ahmadi

performed “Open reduction and internal fixation of the right distal

femur nonunion with iliac crest bone grafting, with removal of

implant, depp, right dital femur plate.”  

      A prior hearing was held in this matter on June 17, 2013.  In

an Opinion dated July 24, 2013, I found the claimant to be an

employee of TKL, that he had sustained a compensable right knee/leg

injury, for which he was entitled to medical benefits and temporary

total disability compensation from October 24, 2012, to a date yet

to be determined. 

     The respondent-insurance carrier commenced payment of said 

benefits pursuant to my Opinion of July 24, 2013.  However, the

insurance-carrier suspended payment of temporary total disability

compensation, on February 6, 2014.  The respondents stopped paying

temporary total in this case because the claimant was in jail due
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to matters unrelated to this claim.  It is the respondents position

that the payments should be held in case the jail requests them as

the law allows.  Respondents also take the position that the

claimant is able to work if he is able to be incarcerated in the

general prison population.

     During the most recent hearing, the claimant admitted that he

was incarcerated at Delta Regional from October 2, 2013, through

August 8, 2014(just three days before the hearing).  The claimant’s

testimony demonstrates that while incarcerated, he was not placed

among the general population due to his work-related knee injury.

He testified that he did not have to perform any of the work

duties(yard and/or field work, laundry, cleaning, chow-hall, etc.)

that other inmates performed at any time during his incarceration

period.  His testimony demonstrates that while he was incarcerated,

the prison provided him some medical care, in the form of a

medication regimen, which consisted of pain medication and an anti-

inflammatory.  No testimony was elicited during the hearing by the

respondents to the contrary.  Nor did they present any documentary

evidence disputing the claimant’s testimony in this regard.  

     In any event, the claimant testified that he plans to return

to UAMS for continued treatment of his compensable injury because

his knee/leg has not healed since the second/revision surgery of

April 5, 2013.

    Medical records obtained from UAMS since the last hearing
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demonstrate that x-rays performed of the claimant’s right lower

extremity on December 4, 2013, revealed an impression: 

    1.  Internal fixation of comminuted distal right femur
fracture with surrounding callus formations and areas of
nonunion.

2.  Low lying patella with patellar tendon thickening and
surrounding soft tissue edema. 

   
     The last medical report of record, which is also dated 

December 4, 2013, demonstrates that the claimant saw Dr. Regis L.

Renard(at UAMS).  At that time, Dr. Renard advanced the claimant’s

weightbearing as tolerated to his right lower extremity.  According

this medical note, Dr. Renard made this addition of weight-bearing

in an effort to induce increased bone healing at the previous

fracture site.  Specifically, Dr. Renard opined:

IMAGING: AP and lateral views of the right femur were
obtained in clinic today.  In comparison to x-rays at his last
visit on July 24, 2013, it appears that the patient does have
some beginnings of callus formation and bone healing about his
previous fracture site.  The iliac bone graft in the medical
aspect of the femur is beginning to mature.  It is noted that
the screw on the lateral aspect of the plate that had
previously been noted to be backing out appears stable since
previous images and does not appear to have backed out any
further.  It is noted that there does not appear to be a
possible fracture line of the distal femur, but that does show
some early signs of healing.    

   
At that time, Dr. Renard instructed the claimant to return back to

the clinic for both radiographic and clinical assessment, in four

months. 

     Although the claimant maintained during the hearing that he

returned to UAMS for follow-up visit of his right knee injury, his
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testimony is not corroborated by the medical evidence of record.

In fact, this report from April of 2014, was not introduced into

evidence during the hearing.  The claimant testified that his leg

still knocks and pops, and that there is not enough cartilage

formed to hold it solid.  His testimony is not corroborated by the

final medical report of record, previously reference.  In fact, the

claimant admitted that as of the date of the hearing no additional

surgery or treatment modality had been recommended for his

compensable right knee/leg injury of October 23, 2012.  The

evidence before shows only that the claimant was last prescribed

medication for his compensable injury and that he wore a

compression-type of sleeve on his right leg(Dr. Renard also

directed the claimant to do more weightbearing on his right

extremity).   

      The healing period ends when the underlying condition causing

the disability has become stable and nothing further in the way of

treatment will improve that condition.  Mad Butcher, Inc., v.

Parker, 4 Ark. App. 124, 628 S.W. 2d 582 (1982).   In light of all

of the forgoing, I find that the claimant’s healing period ended

for his compensable injury no later than April 4, 2014.  At which

point, the claimant was instructed to return for a follow-up visit

at UAMS.

     However, temporary total disability cannot be awarded after 

the claimant’s healing period has ended.
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     To summarize, the preponderance of the evidence shows that 

the claimant remained in his healing period beginning on the date

of the compensable injury, and continuing through April 4, 2014.

In addition to this, beginning on the date of his fall of October

23, 2012, and continuing as of the date of the hearing, the

claimant had not returned to work. Although the claimant was

incarcerated from October 2, 2013 until August 8, 2014, the

evidence before me shows that the claimant did not return to work

during the period in question, not because he was incarcerated, but

due to his compensable injury.  Of note, the fact that an injured

employee is incarcerated is immaterial to his entitlement to

benefits so long as the employee remains within his healing period

and has not returned to work.  Wheeler Construction Co. v.

Armstrong, 73 Ark App. 146, 41 S.W. 3d 822 (2001).  

     Accordingly, based on the evidence as a whole, I find that the

claimant proved he is entitled to temporary total disability

compensation from February 7, 2014, through April 4, 2014.  I

further find that these benefits are payable to the claimant since

pursuant to Ark. Code. Ann. §11-9-812, the Arkansas Department of

Correction has not petitioned the Commission to award these

benefits to the department for reimbursement of their cost for

incarcerating the claimant/inmate.

B.  Attorney’s Fee

     The parties stipulated that this claim for additional benefits
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has been controverted in its entirety.  Therefore, I thus find that

the claimant’s attorney is entitled to a controverted attorney’s

fee on all indemnity benefits awarded herein to the claimant,

pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715.

             FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

     On the basis of the record as a whole, I make the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law in accordance with Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-704.

     1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has       
         jurisdiction of the within claim.

2.  The employee-employer relationship existed at all  
    relevant times, including October 23, 2012.

3.  I accept the aforementioned stipulations as fact. 
         

4.  The claimant proved his entitlement to temporary        
    total disability compensation from February 7, 2014, 

         until April 4, 2014.          
 
     5.  The claimant’s attorney is entitled to a controverted  
         attorney’s fee on all indemnity benefits awarded 
         herein, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715.

     6.  All issues not litigated herein are reserved under 
         the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.          

                              AWARD
 
     The respondents are directed to pay benefits in accordance 

with the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law set forth in this

Opinion.  

     Maximum attorney fees are herein awarded to the claimant’s 

attorney on the controverted indemnity benefits, pursuant to Ark.
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Code Ann. § 11-9-715.    

      All benefits herein awarded which have heretofore accrued are

payable in lump sum without discount.  

     This award herein awarded shall bear the maximum legal 

interest rate until paid. 

     The claimant’s attorney is entitled to a 25% attorney’s fee 

on the indemnity benefits awarded herein, one-half of which is to

be paid by the claimant and one-half to be paid by the respondents

in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715.   

     All issues not litigated herein are reserved under the 

Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.          

     IT IS SO ORDERED.

__________________________
         CHANDRA L. BLACK

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

CB/kw
 
    
 


